Leica LiDAR Survey Studio
Turnkey workflow for
bathymetric LiDAR survey

A COMPLETE TOOL
nnWaters around the world differ. LSS allows to optimise full
waveform processing to extract the most information from the
raw data, regardless if it is clear or very turbid, a coastal or
inland waterway, in simple or complex sea-bed conditions.
nnVisualise all your data fast and accurately in one intuitive
interface. LSS integrates and processes the data from Leica
Geosystems’ fused topographic and bathymetric LiDAR systems
and fuses with imaging from integrated cameras.

Leica LiDAR Survey Studio (LSS) post-processing software
suite offers an efficient turnkey solution for the
bathymetric LiDAR workflow in day-to-day field processing,
quality assurance and reporting. In the office, the software
is used to visualise and edit data, quality control and
extract end products. LSS is specifically developed for full
waveform processing and includes several algorithms to
extract the best results from raw waveform data in turbid
and clear waters, complex water surface environments,
very shallow water and any other environment.
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nnUse one software for your entire workflow, including point
cloud generation, sensor calibration, LiDAR registration, point
cloud colourisation and quality assessment.
nnLSS processes all your topographic data too, from corridor
mapping surveys of urban areas to infrastructures like power
transmission lines. Use LSS combined with other Leica
Geosystems software to create ortho images and 3D city models.
nnTopographic and bathymetric data is seamlessly integrated in
one tool. Import GCPs or reference bathymetric patches from
multibeam sonar for quality control. Report your project progress
to manage and extract end products in the requested format.

Review all data simultaneously

Integration and workflow

Key features

The unique export function expands the post-processing
productivity by enabling direct export of LiDAR point-cloud data
to other software such as Leica HxMap and third party
software. This is a significant step in increased productivity.

QUALITY CONTROL IN THE FIELD
nnMinimises re-flights by allowing the operator and field crew
to analyse the data after survey completion using tools for
coverage plotting, sensor calibration, quality control, cross
sectioning, colourisation options and waveform viewing
MULTIPLE SENSOR INTEGRATION
nnLSS integrates RGB and near-infrared high-resolution images
with the LiDAR point cloud
nnDepicts urban areas and infrastructures in their true colour
MAXIMISE SEABED DATA
nnThe Turbid Water Enhancement provides more information
than ever before with maximum water penetration
nnEasy extraction of seabed information allows substrate
characterisation and vegetation analysis
nnElaborate algorithms for sea surface detection and water
refraction correction even in rough conditions, including
sloping water surfaces of riverine and flowing environments

Point cloud in elevation, RGB, CIR and NIR view
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Airborne Bathymetric
LiDAR Solutions
Proven productivity

Leica Chiroptera 4X
Introducing super-resolution
for shallow water survey

Major productivity gain

Efficient coastal survey

Highly accurate results

Major productivity gain

Most competent system

From shore to deep waters

With the 4X bathymetric product line, Leica
Geosystems introduces an innovative super

Superior topographic nearshore
bathymetric data acquisition coupled
with the imagery of the Leica RCD30
camera make Leica Chiroptera 4X the

Capture data efficiently in areas slow
and hazardous to map using multibeam
sonar. Efficient and cost-effective

With the 4X bathymetric product line,
Leica Geosystems introduces an innovative
super resolution technology, increasing

The HawkEye 4X is an airborne multisensor deep water bathymetric and
topographic LiDAR system, based on the

High resolution and accuracy make the
HawkEye 4X the perfect tool for mapping,
planning, maintaining and managing

nearshore data collection in difficult or
turbid waters is possible using the Leica
Chiroptera 4X. Capture data at depths of
down to 30 meters with a 300 m wide

the point density by factor 4 compared to
previous versions. The Leica HawkEye 4X

competence of the Leica Chiroptera 4X.
The system features oblique LiDAR

national waters and coastal regions
combining excellent topographic, shallow

offers unrivalled bathymetric point density
and depth penetration at the same
accuracy, same turbid water performance
and with increased sensitivity, offering a
productivity gain of >50%.

technology that illuminates objects from
multiple angles, minimising shadowing
in the data. Oblique LiDAR is also
superior for feature detection on land
and in water.

water and deep water performance.
Nautical charting of nearshore and coastal
zones and characterisation and mapping
prior to infrastructure development are
typical applications.

resolution technology, increasing the point
density by factor 4 compared to previous
versions. The Leica Chiroptera 4X offers
unrivalled bathymetric point density and
depth penetration at the same accuracy,
same turbid water performance and with
increased sensitivity, offering a
productivity gain of >50%.

world’s leading coastal and inland water
surveying sensor and a smart
investment to enter the hydrography
market. Leica Chiroptera 4X manages a
wide range of land or sea projects,
keeping asset utilisation and ROI high.

swath in minutes. Its superior
penetration and high accuracy make this
system a fast and reliable performer.
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Leica HawkEye 4X
Introducing super-resolution
for deep water survey

Leica
Chiroptera 4X
Introducing superresolution

Mission Planning &
Flight Execution
Make every flight count
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Leica
HawkEye 4X
Introducing superresolution

Mission Planning
& Flight Execution
Make every flight
count

